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Since its independence, the government has always been setting goals and implemented policies that intervene in the Malaysian economy. The Malaysian economy has a strong base on electronic components and electronic goods, on top of the abundance of natural resources such as timber, oil, palm oil, rubber and so on. However, it is arguable that, the economy needs government’s intervention and policies to set its direction and as a result the federal government has long and always been spending on expenditures for public schemes, projects and programs to support the people and attract private investments especially foreign capital into the country to
fuel growth in the economy. Therefore, these policies led to huge amounts of fiscal spending where the federal government today incurred large amounts of domestic debts to finance its budget deficits year on year.

This study aims to investigate the effect of the federal government’s level of domestic debts on economic growth in Malaysia. This involves estimating long-run and short-run coefficient looking at the relationship between gross domestic product with government domestic debt to GDP ratio, inflation and the federal government’s budget deficits using the Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ARDL) approach. The period sample is from 1998 to 2010 using quarterly data. Through ARDL estimation, the long-run result shows that domestic debt to GDP ratio has a positive relationship with economic growth, while in the short-run result, domestic debt to GDP has a negative relationship with economic growth. However, inflation and budget deficit do not play any role in economic growth.
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Semenjak kemerdekaan, kerajaannegara Malaysia sentiasa menetapkan matlamat melalui polisi-polisiter tentu dimana ekonomi Negara akan tuju. Ekspot utama ekonomi Malaysia adalah dalam barangan elektronik dan komponen-komponen elektronik dan juga sumber asli seperti minyak mentah, minyak kelapa sawit, getah, kayu balak dan banyak lagi. Walaubagaimana pun, oleh kerana kerajaan yang sentiasa menetapkan matlamat dan polisiter tentu dalam ekonomi negara, disebabkan oleh projek-projek, skim-skim dan program-program yang membantu dalam menarik pelabuh anasing ke dalam Negara serta membantu untuk memberangsangkan
pertumbuhan ekonomi secara dalaman, kerajaan Malaysia menanggung hutang yang tinggi terutamanya hutang dalaman untuk membiayai bajet deficit yang semakin meningkat setiap tahun.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background of Study

The government issue debts either domestically or externally, where domestic debts is when the government borrows from within the country itself whilst external debts is when the government borrows from other countries, the International Monetary Fund (IMF) or the World Bank. Governments would usually prefers issuing debts domestically as it is deemed that it is much safer and free risk as the government can raise taxes and control fiscal policies. The types of debts issuance that the government can issue with different maturities, which includes treasury bills and commercial papers that have maturities period of no longer than one year, while the medium term debt issuance is more than one year but less than five years while long term debt issuance like government bonds are over ten years.
By 2010, the government’s domestic debt had amounted to RM 390,356 million where RM4,320 million are treasury bills, RM81,500 million are investment issues and RM260,994 million are government securities. Government securities covers 66% of the total government’s domestic debts by 2010. And year on year, the amount of domestic debts incurred have been increasing, Malaysia is then relied heavily on domestic debt rather than external debts to finance its budgets.
Malaysia is regarded as one of the most successful country in Asia to have achieved a relatively smooth transition to modern economic growth in the past few decades. The country has been a major supplier of primary products to industrialized nations such as tin, rubber, palm oil, timber, oil and many more (Andaya, 2001). Ever since its independence, the Malaysian economy has always been very heavily dictated by its government, through the government’s policies it sets targets and directions on how the country should and would go forward in other words guiding economic activity through macroeconomic plans.

And intervention by the government in the economy since 1955 such as the First Malayan Five Year Plan is deliberately been put in place to jump start the economy through infrastructure projects. And the adoption of the New Economic Policy in the early 1970s ensures that the country’s economy goes as how it is planned. The New Economic Plan was mainly a policy to redistribute corporate equity so that bumiputera would have a bigger share, in other words, to eliminate poverty irrespective of races. These policies then led to structural shift both in the private sector and public sector (Vincent, 1995).

However, by the early 1990s, the implementation of the New Development Policy which emphasized assistance on bumiputera with potential, committed and with good track records. Where the previous New Economic Plan was more on redistribution of wealth, the New Development Plan was a long term program known as Vision 2020, where by the year 2020 Malaysia will be a fully industrialized nation with a huge increase in per capita income. As a result, the Malaysian economy grew at a staggering 8 to 9 percent year on year, with a very heavy
increase in infrastructure expenditures and manufactured goods especially electronic goods and components.

And then the Asian financial crisis hits Malaysia in 1997 which saw drastic changes in the country. The fact that, the Malaysian economy is quite dependent on foreign direct investments to fuel growth, and focusing on this fact, where government expenditures are spent in providing infrastructures and services to support the flow of foreign direct investment. Therefore when there was speculation on the Malaysian currency, the Ringgit, foreign direct investments fell dramatically, and as capital flows out of the country the government pegged and imposed capital controls on the ringgit. As a result, post the Asian financial crisis of 1997, to rejuvenate the economy, the government spent massively which led to high levels of budget deficits. And although later on, Malaysia enjoyed faster economic growth compared with other neighboring countries, according to theory, government should try to clear down its debts in good times so that during the bad times there are revenues to support public finances, however this did not came in to play for Malaysia just yet.

And today with the 10th Malaysia Plan, given that budget deficits have been rising year on year as a result of government policies such as subsidies and price controls and a huge public sector, there are plans to implements social programs, projects and schemes to support the people. projects such as the building of the Mass Rapid Transit (MRT), and scheme such as the Fist Home Scheme and the Talent Corp Project, where all these have been funded by the government and sees these policies as beneficial to the people and the country in the long run. However, there are some expenditures that are considered by the population as wasteful spending by the
government. Therefore, over the years the society and the economy have always been guided through the interventions made by government policies and this have made a lot of impact on the society’s thinking and thus economic activity.

1.2 Problem Statement

Even prior to the 1997 Asian financial crisis, the Malaysian economy has always been micro-managed by the government through its policies with the determination to provide infrastructures and services so that foreign capital would go in to the economy and support the private sector and at the same time providing social or public programs schemes and projects for the benefit of the people. And as a result, the government has constantly in budget deficits year by year and level of domestic debts is increasing. this then raises the question of the impact towards the economy whether the government’s domestic debt hurts growth or complements growth in the country? There have been numerous studies made on the issue of public debts on economic growth and its importance, for example Checherita and Rother (2012), investigates the impact of high government debt on economic growth and the channels that debts may influence economic growth. While Reinhart and Rogoff (2010) investigates the impact of debts on economic growth in countries that has a debt to GDP ratio of less than 90%, the significance of the study is to find out the impact of debts on economic growth may differ on different threshold levels.
1.3 Objective of Study

The general objective of this study is to re-examine at the impact of domestic debts on economic growth in Malaysia. The specific objectives of the present study include:

(i) to test for long run and short run relationship between economic growth and domestic debts.

(ii) To investigate the determinants of economic growth.

1.4 Contribution of Study

The issue of government spending has always been a matter of concern, as some studies have looked at for example by Rogoff and Reinhart (2010) predicted that at certain level in which public debts may hinder economic growth. While some studies have shown government expenditure even through issuance of debts, if the expenditures go in to productive parts of the economy such as healthcare, education and facilitating private investments then there is a positive relationship towards economic development. Therefore, this study can provide some insight on the direction of where the Malaysian economy is moving towards given its level of government’s debts.
1.5 Organization of Study

There are five chapters in this study. The first chapter would be on the background of the study, the problem statement, the objective and the contribution of the study. The second chapter would discuss the literature review. The third chapter would be on describing the methodology and data used in this study. The fourth chapter is on empirical findings and results by testing the research model using Autoregressive Distribution Lag (ARDL) approach. While the last chapter, chapter five would be on the conclusion of the study.
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